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ETIQUETTE
1. No one should move, talk or stand close to or directly
behind the ball or the hole when a player is addressing the ball
or making a stroke.
2. The player who has the honour should be allowed to play
before his opponent or fellow competitor tees his ball.
3. No player should play until the players in front are out of
range.
4. In the interest of all, players should play without delay.
5. Players searching for a ball should allow other players
coming up to pass them: they should signal to the players
following them to pass, and should not continue their play until
those players have passed and are out of range.
6. Before leaving a bunker, a player should carefully fill up all
holes made by him therein.
7. Through the green, a player should ensure that any turf cut
or displaced by him is replaced at once and pressed down, and
that, after the players have holed out, any damage to the putting
green made by the ball or the player is carefully repaired.
8. Where sand buckets are provided ALL players must carry
and use the sand to repair divot marks.
9. Players should ensure that, when dropping bags or the
flagstick, no damage is caused to the putting green, and that
neither they or their caddies damage the hole by standing close
to the hole when handling the flagstick or in removing the ball
from the hole. The flagstick should be properly replaced in the
hole before the player leaves the putting green.
10. When the play of a hole has been completed, players should
immediately leave the putting green.

PRIORITY ON THE COURSE
A single player has no standing and should give way to a match
of any kind. Any match playing a whole round is entitled to
pass a match playing a shorter round.
If the match fails to keep its place on the course and loses more
than one hole on the players in front, it should allow the match
following to pass.

CONDITIONS AND RIGHTS OF PLAY
1. Club Competition Days
Competitors have the right of precedence on the course.
Competitors must pay competition fees before commencing
play. On completion of play, competition cards must be
checked, signed and placed in the appropriate box.
2. Saturdays
Members entered in the competition as listed under "Members
Fixtures" have the rights of the course.
3. Wednesdays
Lady Members entered in the competition as listed under
"Lady Members Fixtures" have the rights of the course. Where
Lady Members hold Pennant Competitions on Wednesdays
Lady Members may hold competitions on Thursday and have
the rights of the course.

4. Sundays and Public Holidays
Except where major events are being held Sundays and Public
Holidays are Members, Lady Members and Visitor days. Hit
off times prior to 9.30am.
5. Tuesday Competitions
Tuesday Competitions will be held each week except for a
short break over Christmas and New Year. Visitors are
welcome. Hit off between 8.00am and 9.30am
6. Twilight Competition
Twilight Competition will be held each Wednesday during
Daylight Saving. Visitors are welcome. Hit off between
4.00pm and 6.00pm
7. Events where a Shot Gun start is indicated
Where a shotgun start is indicated, players intending to play
must report to the starter at least 30 minutes prior to the hit off
time. This is to allow groupings to be finalized and players to
move to nominated tees.
8. Competitions where a starter is appointed.
Where a starter has been appointed players must follow all
reasonable directions given by the starter to ensure that the
field flows smoothly.
9. The roster is subject to alteration at the direction of the
Committee of Management.
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Events where a draw will be completed
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Register by 8.00 for 8.30 Shot Gun Start
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Register by 9.00 for 9.30 Shot Gun Start
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Register by 9.30 for 10.00 Shot Gun Start
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Register by 10.00 for 10.30 Shot Gun Start
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New members who have not played at least
five (5) singles competitions at Pittwater are
not eligible to win a Major Competition but j
may play and compete for Divisional Prizes.
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Members must have played at least five (5)
singles events at Pittwater in the previous 12
month period (calculated as from the
completion of the previous Championship to
the start of the current Championship) to be
eligible to win the Championship in any
Division (includes Foursome, Mixed
`Foursome and Reynolds Trophy).

